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As a Maker, I combine what I see as old and new craft. The driving principle of my work is 
the use of traditional materials informed by contemporary processes to enhance our 
understanding of materiality.
I explore materials such as bronze and ceramic to achieve particular forms according to 
their individual properties. This results in a juxtaposition of forms via new and traditional 
processes. To produce a structure that embodies many different elements, the techniques 
used compliment the difference in form and texture. To achieve the complex angles and 
joints, CAD Programs are a modern and useful tool for achieving the precise metal 
structures. Slip cast methods are used to create free form ceramic shapes, allowing the 
material to naturally form without much assistance. These two techniques create 
intersections between the planes and surfaces of the forms, further emphasising the 
contrast of the object.
In this collection I have produced a series of homeware vessels and objects. The artefacts 
will embody the contrast of geometric frames encasing and supporting a central 
polymorphic ceramic piece. The artefacts are based on the union of material and form and 
how they can be brought together in one singular object.

Statement 



Digital portfolio 
https://zoerconnelly.wixsite.com
/website



CV



CV



Professional 
Opportunities Sources 

Artist newsletter -A.N

Art council England

Arts council Wales 

Facebook - Artist opportunities 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1592211484404009/?
multi_permalinks=1948438965447924&notif_id=1525561
231988994&notif_t=group_highlights&ref=notif

Creative cardiff 
http://www.creativecardiff.org.uk/opportunities

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1592211484404009/?multi_permalinks=1948438965447924&notif_id=1525561231988994&notif_t=group_highlights&ref=notif
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1592211484404009/?multi_permalinks=1948438965447924&notif_id=1525561231988994&notif_t=group_highlights&ref=notif
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1592211484404009/?multi_permalinks=1948438965447924&notif_id=1525561231988994&notif_t=group_highlights&ref=notif


Opportunities 
Cardiff theatrical; services 

Apprentice admin in cardiff 
museum

Arts administrator 

Foundry apprentice 

 



Volunteering Opportunities 

cardiff/ bristol museum 

Spike island volunteer

Fundraising assistant 



Live Application 



Web Presence 

https://zoerconnelly.wixsite.com/website



Public Liability 



Costing - Medium size  

Materials - £128.97
Hours for this specific size - 30.5 hours 
Minimum wage - £7.38

30.5 x 7.38 = 221.40 
221.40 + 128.97 = £350.37

Price range from £250 - £700



CSAD Online Submission 



Future Plans 
Cardiff theatrical; services  two weeks  experience 

cardiff/ bristol museum volunteering


